C1 + 2µF 100V
C2 + L1
L2
QC5 5W Vert.
R2 5Ω 5W Vert.
C4 0.22µF 63V
R1 5Ω 5W Vert.
C3 +
L3 1000µH
QC1
QC2
QC3
QC4
QC5
QC6
BLK
YEL
BRN
GRN
WHT
WHT
HIG
FREQ. OUT
TO SWITCH (FLAT MODE)
HIG
FREQ. OUT
TO SWITCH (HI FI MODE)
LOW FREQ. OUT
TO SWITCH (FLAT MODE)
LOW FREQ. OUT
TO SWITCH (HI FI MODE)
HIGH FREQ. NEGATIVE
LOW FREQ. NEGATIVE
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